Dear Reader,

Many Sun readers have heard the story of how, in 1974, editor Sy Safransky peddled the first crudely produced issue on the streets of Chapel Hill, North Carolina. This isn't entirely true. Issue number 1, on “Energy,” carried a cover price of twenty-five cents, but Sy gave the copies away; he was too embarrassed by the poor quality of the printing to ask people to pay for them.

For the first couple of years, The Sun barely resembled its current incarnation. To begin with, it was titled The Chapel Hill Sun, and its focus was this small, funky college town populated primarily by students, professors, drop-outs, and graduates. Later, the title became simply The Sun, with the subtitle “North Carolina’s Magazine of Ideas”; in issue 34, that was shortened to “A Magazine of Ideas” (on the magazine’s twenty-fifth anniversary, we dropped the subtitle altogether). Issue 34 also contained the first Readers Write (then called the “Us” section), on “Pain.” Sunbeams had first appeared earlier that year, in issue 31.

Throughout its evolution, The Sun has been printed by various methods, including a brief period when the magazine owned its own less than reliable printing press. The paper has progressed from rough sheets just a grade above newsprint to the present coated stock, with its crisp photo reproductions.

The quality of the writing has also improved greatly, although a quick glance at the themes of the first dozen or so issues (“Work and Jobs”; “Love and Sex”; “God and Religion”) reveals that the topics haven’t changed much.

You hold in your hands a summary of The Sun’s contents over the years. Perhaps you’ll want to order some of the back issues, or just browse through this time line of The Sun’s history.

— Andrew Snee, Senior Editor
Below is a list of every issue of *The Sun* since its inception in January 1974. Issues 1 through 8 are described only by their themes, as there were few formal contributors back then. The magazine continued to have themes through issue 19. Issue 34 is the first to feature Readers Write topics. Back issues are $7 apiece. Issues that are no longer available appear in italics. A photocopy of an entire out-of-print issue is $10. A complete set of available back issues is $475; more than 200 issues are still available.

1974

1. Energy
2. Work and Jobs
3. Love and Sex
4. God and Religion
5. The Chapel Hill Experience
6. Food
7. Money

1975

8. Friends, Family, and Community
9. William G. Roll on Life after Death • Sy Safransky: Death and Other Cures • Survival
10. Priscilla Rich Safransky on Psychic Healing • Norm Moser: Spiritual Judo • Feeling Good
11. Judy Hogan on Women Writers • Hal Richman: Confessions of a Male Chauvinist P-g • Women
12. Ron Tabor: In Defense of the Human Heart • David Bonnis on Psychedelics • Gordon Ball on Allen Ginsberg • Ou-yang Hsiu • Minds and Bodies

1976

13. Karl Grossman on Communication • Peopletalk: Language and Other Expressions • Communication
14. The New Age: An Introduction • Robert Donnan on Silva Mind Control • Richard Williams on Walt Whitman • The New Age
15. Gail Garrison on Shelters of the Future • Robert Roskind on Building Your Own Home • Shelter

1977

16. William G. Roll Interview on Life after Death • Jainindriya: Transformative Experience • Cedar and Stephen Koons on Home Birth • Poetry by Barbara Street • Death and Birth
17. David Searls: Making Sense of Seth • C. B. Clark on North Carolina’s back roads • Poetry by Joe Blankenship • Travel
18. Marvin Casper: The Life and Death of the Ego • Gayle Garrison on Yoga • Poetry by Jack Bowen • Well-Being
19. Swami Muktananda Interview • Moira Crone: Spiritual Fascism in America • Frank D. Rich Jr. on the Case for Monarchy • Poetry by Louise Harris • America
20. David Searls on CB Radio • Gary Snyder: Smokey the Bear Sutra • Fiction by Rob Brezsney • Poetry by Cesar Vallejo
32. Sy Safransky on Home Birth • David Guy on Spiritual Certainty
   • Cary Fowler on the Death of the Family Farm • Poetry by Paul A. Smith

33. Selections from Rain, the Journal of Appropriate Technology • Hal Richman on Heating with Wood • Poetry by Terrill Shepard Soules

1978

34. George Leonard Interview on Aikido • Dee Dee Small: Facing Fear
   • Poetry by Bradford Stark • Readers on Pain

35. Richard Webb Interview on Nuclear Power • Death, Malnutrition, and the Infant Formula Boom • Poetry by Robert Long • Readers on Dreams

36. Larry Miller Interview: The Bach Flower Remedies • Running • David Searls on Alternative Radio • Poetry by J. W. Rivers • Readers on Money

37. Robert Bly Interview • Reshad Feild on Sufi Teachings • Dan McCurry on Jeopardized Seed Stocks • Poetry by Chris Bursk • Readers on Male and Female

38. Peter Caddy Interview on the Findhorn Community • Holly Prado on Journal Writing • Poetry by Joe Blankenship • Readers on What Is Marriage?

39. The Whole Earth Jamboree • Art Hill: Memoirs of a Professional Killer • Fiction by Bill Herron • Poetry by Rameshwar Das • Readers on Grandparents

40. Frank Graziano: Pity • Eileen Bisgrove on Color Healing • Goodbye, Farmers • Fiction by Richard Heckler, Misty Hasman • Poetry by Steven Ford Brown • Readers on Sports

1979

41. Judson Jerome on Small Communities • Warren Barrett Interview on Farming and Spirituality • Poetry by Frank Broderick • Readers on Animals

42. Jimmy Santiago Baca on Leaving Prison • Faces of India • Fiction by Aden Field • Poetry by David Citino • Readers on Television, Sports

43. Peg Staley: Facing Cancer, Part I • Ken Pelletier Interview on Stress
   • Poetry by Robert Volbrecht • Readers on Job Experiences

44. George Wald on Nuclear Energy • Jeffery Beame on Being a Poet • Fiction by David Manning • Poetry by Lee Kravitz • Readers on Family Stories

45. Facing Cancer, Part II • Ron Jones on an Experiment in Learning
   • Poetry by Darryl Wally • Readers on Drug Experiences

46. David Grant: Peace Nigger's Long March • Facing Cancer, Part III • Poetry by Lawrence Bullock • Readers on Home

47. Farra Allen and Libby Outlaw Interview on Massage • California-Sected, Santa Crucified • Fiction by Franklin Mills • Poetry by Jerah Chadwick • Readers on Places of Worship

48. Why the News Spreads Fear • Jimmy Santiago Baca on Prison Life • Steve Rizzuto Interview on Massage • Poetry by Charles Wright • Readers on Teachers

49. Facing Cancer, Part IV • Stephen Dobyns on Poetry • Readers on First Sexual Experiences

50. Patricia Sun Interview • John Rosenthal on Apocalypse Now • Facing Cancer, Part V • Poetry by Jennie Knoop • Readers on Simple Pleasures

1980

51. Facing Cancer: The Death of Peg Staley • Jimmy Santiago Baca Interview on Prison • Fiction by David Manning • Poetry by Robert Bly • Readers on Eating

52. C. Norman Shealy: Good Medicine • Stewart Walker Interview on Wholistic Health • Fiction by David Childers • Poetry by Chris Bursk • Readers on Sickness

53. Irving Oyle: A Medical Doctor Diagnoses Reality • John Rosenthal on Norman Mailer • Poetry by David Childers • Readers on My Favorite Book (and Why)

54. William Irwin Thompson: The End of the Modern World? • New York, New York • Michell Cassou on Being Creative • Readers on Travel

55. Steven Forrest on the New Age • David Searls on TV News • Nyle Frank: A Summer's Tale, Part I • Poetry by Paul Eluard • Readers on Relationships

56. Ram Dass Interview • A Summer's Tale, Part II • Poetry by Jimmy Santiago Baca • Readers on Childhood Fears

57. An Evening with Ram Dass • Daphne Athas Interview on Writing
   • Poetry by John Rosenthal • Readers on Being a Parent

58. David Spangler on Community and Commitment • Linne Gravestock's Tchad Memoir • Fiction by Carol Hoppe • Poetry by Jerah Chadwick • Readers on My Work, My Job

59. Ben Chavis Interview on Prison Life • Leonard Rogoff on Judaism • Ron Jones on the Special Olympics • Poetry by Tomas Transtromer • Readers on My Favorite Magazines

60. Gary Snyder: The Real Work • Linne Gravestock: Iowa Diary • Poetry by Roger Sauls • Readers on How Men See Women, How Women See Men

61. Mysteries and Metaphors: A New Look at Cancer • Stephanie Matthew-Simonton on the Mind and Cancer • Pir Vilayat Inayat Khan Interview • Poetry by Thomas Rain Crowe • Readers on Courage and Fear
62. Rosalie Bertell Interview: The New Nuclear Tyranny • Fiction by Elizabeth Campbell • Poetry by Leslea Newman • Readers on Best Friends

1981

63. Patricia Sun Interview • John Rosenthal: Insisting on Love • Poetry by Jonas Barciauskas • Readers on Amazing Coincidences

64. Robert Bly: News of the Universe • Elizabeth Campbell’s Dream Journal • Thomas Rain Crowe: You Must Go Home Again • How I See God • John Lennon

65. Dan Domizio Interview: Doctors as Equals • Richard K. Heckler: The Bear • Fiction by Franklin Mills • Poetry by Virginia Rudder • Readers on Favorite Places

66. Mark Satin: New Age Politics • Nyle Frank on Growing up in the Fifties • Poetry by Louise Harris • Readers on Neighborhoods

67. Pete Seeger Interview • Cartoons by Tuli Kupferberg • Poetry by Robert Long • Readers on Death Of A Loved One

68. Jehangir Chubb Interview: The Silent Mind • Ron Kurtz on Being a Therapist • Poetry by Chris Barsk • Readers on School Days

69. Thaddeus Golas on Enlightenment • Leonard Rogoff on Basketball • Fiction by Pat Ellis Taylor • Poetry by Sy Safraisky • Readers on Favorite Recipes

70. Medicine Story Interview • Marilyn Ferguson: The Aquarian Conspiracy • Fiction by Franklin Mills • Poetry by Mick Vogt • Readers on If I Had a Million Dollars

71. Ram Dass Interview • Morris Earle Jr. on Poverty in Sri Lanka • Poetry by Judy Katz-Levine • Readers on The Best Advice I Ever Got

72. An Evening with Ram Dass • Ron Jones: The High Diving Board • Poetry by Thomas Wilcock • Readers on Living Alone

73. Bo and Sita Lozoff Interview on the Prison-Ashram Project • John Holt Vs. Schools • Poetry by William Aberg • Readers on How to Really Change Society

1982

74. Stephen Levine on Conscious Dying • Brother Yusuf Salim Interview on a Jazz Life • Fiction by Pat Ellis Taylor • Poetry by Richard Bollman • Readers on Hitchhiking Stories (and Other Tales of the Road)

75. A Sun Valentine • Celebrating Seth, Part I • Roger Corless Interview: Transfiguring the Ordinary • Fiction by Brad Conrad • Poetry by Marc Weber • Readers on Favorite Things

76. David Steindl-Rast: Learning to Die • Hugh Prather on Love and Forgiveness • Jenovefa Knoop Interview on Music and Feminism • Seth, Part II • Readers on The Most Important Influence on My Life

77. Allen Ginsberg Interview • Barbara Dean on Communal Living • Poetry by Pamela Perkins Atkinson • Readers on How I Relax

1983

78. Hugh Prather: A Book of Games • Lesley Woolf Hedley on the Holocaust • Fiction by Tima Szell • Poetry by John Rosenthal • Readers on The Music in My Life

79. John Rosenthal on Relativity • Matt Lippa Interview: Quiet Mind • Seth, Part III • Fiction by Leslie Woolf Hedley • Poetry by Ralph Earle • Readers on What Is Sex?

80. Tom Paxton Interview • Robert Bly on Poetry • Fiction by Brad Conrad • Poetry by David Citino • Readers on My Favorite Time of Day

81. Stephen Levine: Who Dies? • Fiction by Peter Samis • Poetry by Sparrow • Readers on My Body

82. Hugh Prather Interview • Thaddeus Golas on Understanding Pain • Fiction by Kurt Rheinheimer • Poetry by David Childers • Readers on Getting High, Staying High

83. David Spangler Interview on the New Age • John Rosenthal Says Goodbye to a Friend • Mark Worden on Writing Poetry • Readers on A Dream I Won’t Forget

84. O. Carl Simonton Interview on Cancer • Chuck Taylor on Poetry and Spirituality • Schlomo Carlebach Interview on Jewish Mysticism • Sparrow in New York • Readers on Intuition

85. Buckminster Fuller Interview • Thaddeus Golas: Pocket Physics • Tuli Kupferberg Interview on the Sixties • Poetry by Michael Shorb
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Selections</th>
<th>Authors and Titles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>Tom Regan Interview on Animal Rights • David Grant's South China Journal • Fiction by Pamela Altfeld Malone • Poetry by Antonio Machado • Readers on Other Animals</td>
<td>122. Tom Regan Interview on Animal Rights • David Grant's South China Journal • Fiction by Pamela Altfeld Malone • Poetry by Antonio Machado • Readers on Other Animals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>Tara Singh Interview: Living with Integrity • Steve Erickson: The Emshock Letters • Fiction by Jon Remmende • Poetry by Gail Larrick • Readers on My Biggest Mistake</td>
<td>123. Tara Singh Interview: Living with Integrity • Steve Erickson: The Emshock Letters • Fiction by Jon Remmende • Poetry by Gail Larrick • Readers on My Biggest Mistake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sallie Tisdale on Modern Medicine • David Grant: Learning to Walk • Fiction by Patrick Miller • Poetry by Brian Salchert • Readers on Visiting Parents</td>
<td>124. Sallie Tisdale on Modern Medicine • David Grant: Learning to Walk • Fiction by Patrick Miller • Poetry by Brian Salchert • Readers on Visiting Parents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gary Snyder, Richard Strozzi Heckler, and Others on the Warrior's Code • David Steinl-Rast: The Price of Peace • Fiction by Reid Champagne • Poetry by Douglas Anderson • Readers on Making Marriage Last</td>
<td>125. Gary Snyder, Richard Strozzi Heckler, and Others on the Warrior's Code • David Steinl-Rast: The Price of Peace • Fiction by Reid Champagne • Poetry by Douglas Anderson • Readers on Making Marriage Last</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>William Irwin Thompson Interview: Spirituality's Shadow • Lorenzo Milam on Milton Erickson • Fiction by Richard Meisler • Poetry by Janet McCann • Readers on Guilt</td>
<td>126. William Irwin Thompson Interview: Spirituality's Shadow • Lorenzo Milam on Milton Erickson • Fiction by Richard Meisler • Poetry by Janet McCann • Readers on Guilt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Carlos Anne Phelps on Turning 108 • Marilyn Stablein's Portrait of an Untouchable • Fiction by Bruce P. Woodford • Poetry by Patrick Miller • Readers on Lost and Found</td>
<td>127. Carlos Anne Phelps on Turning 108 • Marilyn Stablein's Portrait of an Untouchable • Fiction by Bruce P. Woodford • Poetry by Patrick Miller • Readers on Lost and Found</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Richard Hoagland Interview: The &quot;Face&quot; on Mars • A Paul Griffith Reader • Ralph Earle on Literal-Mindedness • Readers on Voices</td>
<td>128. Richard Hoagland Interview: The &quot;Face&quot; on Mars • A Paul Griffith Reader • Ralph Earle on Literal-Mindedness • Readers on Voices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ron Jones's Tribute to Ray • Adam Fisher on Therapy and Religion • J. Ruth Gendler: Qualities • Poetry by Robert Nettleman • Readers on Old Friends</td>
<td>129. Ron Jones's Tribute to Ray • Adam Fisher on Therapy and Religion • J. Ruth Gendler: Qualities • Poetry by Robert Nettleman • Readers on Old Friends</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Joseph Campbell Interview: The Hero's Journey • Fiction by Bob Davis • Poetry by Jeddaludin Rumi • Readers on Regrets</td>
<td>130. Joseph Campbell Interview: The Hero's Journey • Fiction by Bob Davis • Poetry by Jeddaludin Rumi • Readers on Regrets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Krishnamurti Remembered • David Koteen on the Civil-Rights Movement • Poetry by Myrna Treston • Readers on The Library</td>
<td>131. Krishnamurti Remembered • David Koteen on the Civil-Rights Movement • Poetry by Myrna Treston • Readers on The Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thich Nhat Hanh: Being Peace • Jim Ralston on Thoreau and Work • Marc Polonsky on Marching for Peace • Fiction by Peggy Payne • Poetry by Red Hawk • Readers on Compromise</td>
<td>132. Thich Nhat Hanh: Being Peace • Jim Ralston on Thoreau and Work • Marc Polonsky on Marching for Peace • Fiction by Peggy Payne • Poetry by Red Hawk • Readers on Compromise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nancy Ford-Young on Her Mother's Death • John Rosenthal: Amazing Conversations • Fiction by Jeff Spitzer • Poetry by Stephen T. Butterfield • Readers on Where I Am Now</td>
<td>133. Nancy Ford-Young on Her Mother's Death • John Rosenthal: Amazing Conversations • Fiction by Jeff Spitzer • Poetry by Stephen T. Butterfield • Readers on Where I Am Now</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>Ira Progoff on Zen and Psychotherapy • Deena Metzger: Miracle at Canyon De Chelly • Dana Branscum on Loving Women • Poetry by Irving Weiss • Readers on Celebrations</td>
<td>134. Ira Progoff on Zen and Psychotherapy • Deena Metzger: Miracle at Canyon De Chelly • Dana Branscum on Loving Women • Poetry by Irving Weiss • Readers on Celebrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Robert Anton Wilson Interview: Dreams without End • David Steinl-Rast: The Shadow • Fiction by Pamela Altfeld Malone • Poetry by Karen Baum • Readers on Obstacles to Peace</td>
<td>135. Robert Anton Wilson Interview: Dreams without End • David Steinl-Rast: The Shadow • Fiction by Pamela Altfeld Malone • Poetry by Karen Baum • Readers on Obstacles to Peace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Martin Glass: Money Vs. People • Andrew Shalt on a Difficult Friendship • Fiction by Deborah Shouse • Poetry by Tom Hansen • Readers on Taking Risks</td>
<td>137. Martin Glass: Money Vs. People • Andrew Shalt on a Difficult Friendship • Fiction by Deborah Shouse • Poetry by Tom Hansen • Readers on Taking Risks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thich Nhat Hanh: Our True Nature • Carol Summer: Family Portraits • Poetry by Kim Addonizio • Readers on What I Do Best</td>
<td>138. Thich Nhat Hanh: Our True Nature • Carol Summer: Family Portraits • Poetry by Kim Addonizio • Readers on What I Do Best</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Walter Wink on Nonviolence • Eaglefeather Interview on Storytelling • Brad Lemley: When Prayer Is Impossible • Fiction by Robert Ebisch • Poetry by Tony Park • Readers on Sunday Mornings</td>
<td>139. Walter Wink on Nonviolence • Eaglefeather Interview on Storytelling • Brad Lemley: When Prayer Is Impossible • Fiction by Robert Ebisch • Poetry by Tony Park • Readers on Sunday Mornings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stephen T. Butterfield Remembers Chogyam Trungpa • Sallie Tisdale's Portrait of a Nursing Home • Fiction by Deborah Shouse • Poetry by Jane Sommerville • Readers on Secrets</td>
<td>140. Stephen T. Butterfield Remembers Chogyam Trungpa • Sallie Tisdale's Portrait of a Nursing Home • Fiction by Deborah Shouse • Poetry by Jane Sommerville • Readers on Secrets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Andrei Codrescu Interview • Natalie Goldberg: Writing Down the Bones • Fiction by Susan M. Watkins • Poetry by Linda-Ruth Berger • Readers on Lost Opportunities</td>
<td>141. Andrei Codrescu Interview • Natalie Goldberg: Writing Down the Bones • Fiction by Susan M. Watkins • Poetry by Linda-Ruth Berger • Readers on Lost Opportunities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Romulus Linney: Jesus Tales • Pat Ellis Taylor: A Spell without Books • Fiction by Kim Addonizio • Poetry by Chris Bursk • Readers on Selfishness</td>
<td>142. Romulus Linney: Jesus Tales • Pat Ellis Taylor: A Spell without Books • Fiction by Kim Addonizio • Poetry by Chris Bursk • Readers on Selfishness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Christians and Buddhists on Compassion • David Koteen on the Healing Power of Love • Fiction by Sparrow • Poetry by Barbara W. Gibson • Readers on Earned Wisdom</td>
<td>143. Christians and Buddhists on Compassion • David Koteen on the Healing Power of Love • Fiction by Sparrow • Poetry by Barbara W. Gibson • Readers on Earned Wisdom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ira Progoff on Zen and Psychotherapy • Deena Metzger: Miracle at Canyon De Chelly • Dana Branscum on Loving Women • Poetry by Irving Weiss • Readers on Celebrations</td>
<td>144. Ira Progoff on Zen and Psychotherapy • Deena Metzger: Miracle at Canyon De Chelly • Dana Branscum on Loving Women • Poetry by Irving Weiss • Readers on Celebrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paul Wachtel Interview on the Poverty of Affluence • David Guy on Writing and Sex • Fiction by Deborah Shouse • Poetry by Ellen Carter • Readers on Leaving</td>
<td>145. Paul Wachtel Interview on the Poverty of Affluence • David Guy on Writing and Sex • Fiction by Deborah Shouse • Poetry by Ellen Carter • Readers on Leaving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leslie Gray Interview on Shamanism • Stephen T. Butterfield on Being Unable to Breathe • Fiction by Katherine Vaz • Poetry by David Childers • Readers on First Memory</td>
<td>146. Leslie Gray Interview on Shamanism • Stephen T. Butterfield on Being Unable to Breathe • Fiction by Katherine Vaz • Poetry by David Childers • Readers on First Memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Michael Ventura on Marriage • Earl C. Pike: The Testimony of the Snake • Fiction by James Carlos Blake • Poetry by Colleen Anderson • Readers on Flirting</td>
<td>147. Michael Ventura on Marriage • Earl C. Pike: The Testimony of the Snake • Fiction by James Carlos Blake • Poetry by Colleen Anderson • Readers on Flirting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Charles Tart Interview: Practical Enlightenment • Stephen T. Butterfield on His Mother's Death • Fiction by Tillie Olsen • Poetry by Jack Evans • Readers on Heroes/Heroines</td>
<td>148. Charles Tart Interview: Practical Enlightenment • Stephen T. Butterfield on His Mother's Death • Fiction by Tillie Olsen • Poetry by Jack Evans • Readers on Heroes/Heroines</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
151. Danaan Parry Interview on Conflict • John Welwood: Depression as a Loss of Heart • Fiction by Kay Levine Spencer • Poetry by John Addiego • Readers on A Letter Never Written

152. Thich Nhat Hanh: The Heart of Understanding • Julia McCahill on Dreams • Anne Lamott on Writing • Fiction by Candace Perry • Poetry by Michael Wilson • Readers on Progress

153. D. Patrick Miller on A Course in Miracles • Paul Williams: Remember Your Essence • Fiction by Donald N. S. Unger • Poetry by Jim Ralston • Readers on Having Fun

154. Patricia Sun Interview: The Evolutionary Leap • Fiction by Susan Hankla • Poetry by Wendell Berry • Readers on Two Worlds

155. Helen Palmer Interview on Politics and Psychics • Jack Underhill on the Defense of Habits • Stephen T. Butterfield on Buddhist-Christian Dialogue • Fiction by Neena Beber • Readers on Signs and Symbols

156. Paul Williams on Personal and Planetary Awakening • Tom Hansen: Journey into Zen • Fiction by Natalie Goldberg • Poetry by Lou Lipsitz • Readers on First Kiss

157. Tessa Bielecki Interview: Celibacy and Religious Passion • Susan Griffin on Nuclear Madness • Fiction by Sharon Claybough • Poetry by Edwin Romond • Readers on Fathers

1989

158. This Longing: Versions of Rumi • Michael Helm Interview on the Virtues of Junk • Yael Betham: The Unhealed Life • Fiction by Polly Nicole Passonneau • Poetry by Louis Jenkins • Readers on Peak Experiences

159. Krishnamurti’s Talks with American Students • Stephen T. Butterfield: The Face of Maitreya • Fiction by Tim Farrington • Poetry by Terrence Glass • Readers on Kindred Spirits

160. M. C. Richards Interview: Uniting the Opposites • Stephen T. Butterfield on Death and Meditation • Fiction by Raymond Johnson • Poetry by Louis Jenkins • Readers on Duty

161. Michael Meade Interview on Being a Man • Lorenzo Milam’s Millions • Fiction by William Penrod • Poetry by Richard Hoffman • Readers on Wealth

162. Stephen T. Butterfield: When the Teacher Fails • Catherine Madsen: The Law of Relation, Part I • Fiction by Scott Hewitt • Poetry by Edwin Romond • Readers on Breaking Up

163. Jacob Needleman Interview on Philosophy • The Law of Relation, Part II • Fiction by Josip Novakovich • Poetry by Ellen Carter • Readers on Beauty

164. Ken Wilber Interview on Transpersonal Psychology • D. Patrick Miller on Fear • Robert Chastain: My Date with Marilyn • Fiction by Jim Sandefur • Poetry by Jaimes Alsop • Readers on Lies

165. Frank Ostaseski Interview: Living with the Dying • Lily Collett on 12-Step Programs • Fiction by Andrew Ramer • Poetry by David Putnam • Readers on Love Stories

166. D. Patrick Miller on Searching for Home • David Grant on Ethics and Economics • Fiction by T. L. Toma • Poetry by Yunus Emre • Readers on Discipline

167. Stephen Levine Interview on Healing • Juliet Wittman’s Cancer Journal • The Best of the 11th Street Ruse • Poetry by Lisa Horton Zimmerman • Readers on Being Wrong

168. Hazel Henderson Interview: The End of Economics • Thomas Wiloch: Tales of Lord Shantih • Fiction by Kenneth Klonsky • Poetry by Larry Richman • Readers on Dancing

169. Sue Bender’s Journey to the Amish • Sy Safransky: The Man in the Mirror • Fiction by T. L. Toma • Poetry by Dina Ben-Lev • Readers on Escapes

1990

170. D. Patrick Miller: Toward a Journalism of Consciousness • John Rosenthal Interview on Photography • Fiction by Myra Epping • Poetry by Jon Wallace • Readers on The Telephone

171. Richard Grossinger: A Hard Look at the New Age • Martin Glass on Nuclear War • Fiction by Arlette G. Weer • Poetry by Tom Hansen • Readers on The Bomb

172. Riane Eisler Interview: The Way to Partnership • Jon C. Jenkins’s Travels in India • Fiction by Carrie Knowles • Poetry by Michael S. Glaser • Readers on A Favorite Sight

173. Gary Snyder Interview: The Legacy of the Wild • Fiction by Natalie Goldberg, T. L. Toma • Poetry by Gary Snyder • Readers on Comforts

174. Mark O’Brien on Seeing a Sex Surrogate • Rumi: Delicious Laughter • Fiction by Robin Green • Poetry by Richard Chess • Readers on Giving Up

175. John Sanford Interview on Evil • John Gatto: Why Schools Don’t Educate • Fiction by William Penrod • Poetry by Michael Chitwood • Readers on Idols

176. Thomas Berry Interview: Progress and Other Lies • Valerie Andrews: Descent into the Mother • Fiction by Judith H. Windt • Poetry by Verna Safran • Readers on Sexual Responsibility

177. Edward Abbey Interview on Defending the Earth • Camille Paglia: The Myth of Sexual Liberation • Fiction by Pat Little Dog • Poetry by Jaime Alsop • Readers on Visitors

178. David Grant on Seattle’s Soup Kitchens • Thich Nhat Hanh on Eating Mindfully • Fiction by Diana Abu-Jaber • Poetry by Sparrow • Readers on Refuge
179. Lorenzo Milam: In Search of the Soul of Psychotherapy • Thaddeus Golas: The Cosmic Airdrome • Fiction by Matthew Heller • Poetry by David Childers • Readers on Getting Out of Bed

180. Richard Strozzi Heckler Interview: Mastering the Enemy Within • Pierre Delattre: The Dancing Master of Kung Fu • Fiction by T. W. Dalrymple • Poetry by Lynn Park • Readers on Reunions

181. Ram Dass Interview: Suffering as Grace • Dan Barker: Giving Away Gardens • Sparrow’s Diary of a Pilgrimage, Part I • Fiction by Myra McLarey • Poetry by Tom Hansen • Readers on Shyness

182. Marilyn Stabile: High in the Himalayas • Diary of a Pilgrimage, Part II • Fiction by David Alan Dobson • Poetry by Hilde Weisert • Readers on Homelessness

183. Sam Hamill on Writing as Activism • Diary of a Pilgrimage, Part III • Eleanor Glaze: Trying to Quit • Fiction by John C. Richards • Poetry by John McElhenney • Readers on Addictions

184. Haniel Long: The Marvelous Adventure of Cabeza De Vaca • John Lee Interview: Men and Their Sorrows • Jake Gaskins: Instrument of the Immortals • Fiction by Michael Wade Simpson • Poetry by Beth Houston • Readers on Going Out

185. James Hillman Interview: The Myth of Therapy • Douglas Cruickshank on Love and Broadcasting • Fiction by Miriam Sagan • Poetry by Edwin Romond • Readers on The Sixties

186. John Gatto: The Disgrace of Modern Schooling • Stephen T. Butterfield: Of Lineage and Love • Fiction by Ivor S. Irwin • Poetry by C. Mulrooney • Readers on Birthdays

187. Roberto Assagioli: The Perils of Self-Realization • Linda Wirtanen: Living through a Spiritual Emergency • Fiction by Robert Shaw • Poetry by Lawrence Bullock • Readers on Chocolate

188. Colman McCarthy Interview: Study War No More • Isabella Russell-Ides: Confessions of a Catholic Girl • Fiction by Mary Sojourner • Poetry by Antler • Readers on The God of My Childhood

189. Matthew Fox Interview: Renegade Priest • Gloria Dyc: The White Man’s Vision Quest Journal • Fiction by Judy Darke Delogu • Poetry by Jim Harrison • Readers on Trees

190. Hazel Wolf Interview: Reflections of a 93-Year-Old Revolutionary • Richard S. Sando: The Attending Physician • Fiction by Eliza Jenkins • Poetry by Jeanne Bryner • Readers on Abortion

191. Dan Barker: Vietnam Remembered • Robert Roth: Notes of an Unknown Writer • Fiction by Donald Ray-Schwartz • Poetry by Bertha Rogers • Readers on Enemies

192. Jerry Mander Interview: The Failure of Technology • Travis Charbeneau: The Seduction of Consciousness • Fiction by Jim Janko • Poetry by David Childers • Readers on Homecoming

193. Natalie Goldberg Interview on Writing • David Romtveldt on Loyalty • Fiction by Janice Levy • Poetry by Brian Knave • Readers on Whirlwind Romances

1991

194. Jim Nollman: When Nature Is Larger Than Life • Sy Safransky: The Sky’s the Limit • Fiction by Adele Levin • Poetry by Antler • Readers on Doing Good

195. Michael Ventura’s Memoir of a Ritual • The Prison Experience • Fiction by Daniela Kuper • Poetry by Barbara O’Brien • Readers on Prisons

196. Etta Clark: Growing Old Is Not for Sissies • Maha Ghosananda: Step by Step • Fiction by Susan Wolf Johnson • Poetry by Lyn Lifshin • Readers on Aging

197. John Welwood on Oliver Stone’s JFK • Jake Gaskins: Notes from the Closet • Fiction by Gillian Kendall • Poetry by Judy Katz-Levine • Readers on Close Calls

198. Richard Nelson Interview: The Way of the Hunter • David Hopes: Betrayals of My One Love • Fiction by Diana Greene • Poetry by Antler • Readers on Mother

199. Catherine Madsen: Uncommon Prayer • Stephen T. Butterfield: Encounter above Tintern Abbey • Fiction by Robbie Crosby • Poetry by Kathleen Lake • Readers on Great Expectations

200. Jerrold Ladd: Growing up in the Projects • Pamela Atfeld Malone on the Virtues of Walking • Fiction by Stephen T. Butterfield • Poetry by David Budbill • Readers on Money

201. Tom Rusk Interview: Replacing Therapy • Sparrow’s Campaign for President • Floyd Skloot on Illness • Fiction by Ashley Walker • Poetry by R. T. Smith • Readers on Lipstick

202. Stephen R. Schwartz Interview: The Prayer of the Body • Fiction by Miles Harvey • Poetry by Maia Penfold • Readers on Water

203. David Campbell: Looking at Trees • Joe Henry: To Invent Fire • Fiction by Robin Scaff • Poetry by Mark O’Brien • Readers on My Car

204. John Gatto: The Tyranny of Compulsory Schooling • Steve Miles: Zen Mud • Fiction by Wm. Lychack • Poetry by Veronica Patterson • Readers on Lost Causes

1992

205. John Seed Interview on Environmental Activism • Patrick Nelson: How to Kiss the American Dream Goodbye • Fiction by Dana Branscum • Poetry by David Romtveldt • Readers on The American Dream

206. Krishnamurti: The Way of Peace • Sparrow’s Letter to the President • Josip Novakovich on Life in Croatia • Fiction by Graham Leggat • Poetry by John Hodgen • Readers on Attics
235. Bruce Shapiro on Violent Crime • William Penrod: In Rejection I Remain • Fiction by Kathleen C. Smith • Poetry by Ally Acker • Readers on Failure

236. Carl Anthony Interview on Race and the Environment • Diana Greene on Becoming a Postfertility Woman • Fiction by Mary Jane Ryals • Poetry by Eric Howard • Readers on Bugs

237. John Gatto Interview on Public Education • Robert Inchausti on Prayer in School • Fiction by David James Duncan • Poetry by Antler • Readers on Getting Caught

238. Earl C. Pike’s Vietnam Diary • Cheri Huber: Trying to Be Human • Hal Crowther on War • Fiction by David Mason • Poetry by Josephine Redlin • Readers on Vietnam

239. Best of the 11th Street Ruse • Matt Curtis: When Illness Is a Secret • Fiction by Corey Fischer • Poetry by Robert Long • Readers on Graduation

240. David Ehrenfeld Interview: Limiting the Future • Ralph Metzner on the True First World • Fiction by Lawrence Rudner • Poetry by Colin Chisholm • Readers on The End of the Day

1996

241. Pico Iyer Interview: Global Villager • Gene Logsdon: The Economy of Eden • Fiction by Poe Ballantine • Poetry by David Romtvedt • Readers on Keys

242. Nina Wise on Carlos Castaneda • Ruth L. Schwartz on Loving Someone Who’s Sick • Fiction by Penelope Moffet • Poetry by Holly Lu Conant Rees • Readers on The Impossible

243. Thich Nhat Hanh: The Art of Living • David Guy on Fear • Sharman Apt Russell: Feast and Famine • Fiction by Daniela Kuper • Poetry by Keith Eisner • Readers on Hunger

244. Stephen Mo Hanan: Out of the Psychedelic Closet • Jeff Tietz: Mark O’Brien’s Days • Fiction by Heather Sellers • Poetry by Lynn Lyman Trombetta • Readers on Nudity

245. Stephen T. Butterfield: Bleeding Dharma • Alix Kates Shulman on Divorce • Lawrence Shainberg: Ambivalent Zen • Fiction by Maria Black • Poetry by Harvey Goldner • Readers on Moving Out

246. Tom Crider on Losing a Daughter • Nancy Huston on Being Beautiful • Charles Goodrich: Home Birth • Fiction by Edward Allen • Poetry by Robert Bly • Readers on Faces

247. Kirkpatrick Sale Interview on Computers • Mark A. Burch: The Technology of Simplicity • Fiction by Poe Ballantine • Poetry by Evan Griffith • Readers on Watching TV

248. Geoffrey Canada on Violence • Larry Rosenberg Interview on Meditation • Fiction by J. W. Major • Poetry by Francesca Bell • Readers on Manners

1997

249. Frances Fox Piven on the Myth of Welfare Reform • Sparrow on the Death of a Friend • Stephen J. Lyons: Random Acts of Life • Fiction by Patricia S. Sullivan • Poetry by Myron Ernst • Readers on Taking Sides

250. Mark Gerzon: The Second Half of Life • This Prison Where I Live • Fiction by Alison Luterman • Poetry by Floyd Albert • Readers on Triumphs

251. Lauren Slater on Mental Illness • David Guy on Sex at Midlife • Fiction by John W. Currier • Poetry by Lyn Lifshin • Readers on Under the Covers

252. Anne Finger Interview on Disability • Jane Bernstein on Regret • Fiction by Josip Novakovich • Poetry by Neil Carpathios • Readers on Begging
263. Noam Chomsky Interview: The Common Good • Judith Joyce: My Fat Lover • Fiction by Tod Goldberg • Poetry by Mark Brazaitis • Readers on Roommates

264. Daniel Quinn Interview: Down the Garden Path • Jerry Mander on Corporate Behavior • Fiction by Doris Dörrie • Poetry by David Witherspoon • Readers on The First Time

265. John Taylor Gatto on Original Sin • Larry Rosenberg: Breathing into Silence • Fiction by Lolly Winston • Poetry by Suzanne Greenberg • Readers on Hats

266. Jarvis Jay Masters: A Buddhist on Death Row • Ruth L. Schwartz: Acts of Love • Fiction by Janice Levy • Poetry by Scarcrow • Readers on Generosity

267. James Hillman Interview: From Little Acorns • Jake Gaskins on the Sorrow of Receiving a Teaching Award • Fiction by Paul Namtu • Poetry by Lyn Lifshin • Readers on The Laundromat

268. Rick Fields Interview on Living with Cancer • Gillian Kendall: Protection • Fiction by Valerie Allison • Poetry by Red Hawk • Readers on Bouncing Back

269. Judith Herman Interview on Violence and Its Aftermath • Sy Safransky on Ram Dass • Fiction by Robin Hemley • Poetry by Lou Lipsitz • Readers on Mirrors

270. Alix Kates Shulman Interview on Feminism • David Steinberg: To Be a Sexual Son • Fiction by Jennie Litt • Poetry by Carol Tafits • Readers on Monogamy

271. Peter A. Selwyn: Surviving the Fall • Karen Propp on Infertility • Fiction by Nance Van Winckel • Poetry by Marc Petersen • Readers on Doctors

272. Ellen LaConte on Scott and Helen Nearing • George Gerbner Interview on Television • Fiction by Sara Belleau • Poetry by Anne Giles Rimbery • Readers on My Chair

273. John Zerzan Interview: Enemy of the State • Parker J. Palmer on Education • Fiction by Jessica Anya Blau • Poetry by Elaine Walters McFerron • Readers on Getting Lost

274. Interview with John Robbins: Nature of the Beast • Barbara L. Finch on Saying Goodbye to Her Mother • Fiction by Colin Chisholm • Poetry by Harry Johnson • Readers on Candy

275. Wayne Scott: Ghost Triangle • Lee Martin: Saved • Fiction by Poe Ballantine • Poetry by Robert P. Cooke • Readers on Last Chance

276. Interview with David James Duncan: Language of Devotion • Violet Snow on Skinning a Fox • Fiction by Alicia Erian • Poetry by Alison Luterman • Readers on Divorce

1998

277. Twenty-five years of The Sun • Sy Safransky on Meditation • Fiction by Corey Fischer • Poetry by Alison Luterman • Readers on Anniversaries

278. Interview with Wesley J. Smith: Assisted Suicide • Jacques Lusseyran: And There Was Light • Fiction by Allen Kesten • Photographs by Rita Bernstein • Poetry by S. Stephanie • Readers on Blind Spots

279. Interview with John Stauber: War on Truth • Thomas C. Frank: Liberation Marketing • Fiction by Sybil Smith • Poetry by Chris Burks • Readers on Stage Fright

280. Poe Ballantine: A Piano Player Enters the Room • Lee Martin: Not at This Address • Fiction by Tim Farrington • Poetry by Kate Knapp Johnson • Readers on Quitting

281. Deborah Abramson: For No Good Reason • Stephen J. Lyons: Time Past, Time Remaining • Fiction by Linda Moore Spencer • Poetry by Lee Rossi • Readers on Just in Time

282. Interview with Ira Glass on Public Radio • John Rosenthal on the Music of His Childhood • Photographs by Gary Walts • Fiction by Laura Pritchett • Poetry by Marc Peterson • Readers on Fathers and Sons

283. David Guy on Religion and Sex • Jeanne DuPrau: Old Maids • Heather King: Beach Boy • Fiction by Adam Stumacher • Poetry by Robert P. Cooke • Readers on Privacy

284. Interview with Satish Kumar on Justice and Peace • Judith Freeman: Ursa Minor • Fiction by Sybil Smith • Poetry by Alison Luterman • Readers on Cats and Dogs

285. Interview with Leonard Krieger on Disability • Alix Kates Shulman: A Good Enough Daughter • Fiction by Margo Rabb • Poetry by Sarah Pemberton Strong • Readers on Rules

286. Interview with Sam Keen on How to Be Free • Gordon Grice: After the Stillbirth • Fiction by Gillian Kendall • Poetry by Ava Leavell Haymon • Readers on The End of the Line

287. Interview with Frances Moore Lappé on Democracy • Brenda Miller: Infant Ward • Fiction by Alyce Miller • Poetry by Stuart Kestenbaum • Readers on Windows

288. Interview with Joel Dyer on Rural Desperation • Sy Safransky: Winter Was the Season • Fiction by Poe Ballantine • Poetry by Sybil Smith • Readers on Panic

2000

289. Interview with Marc Ian Barasch on Illness and Healing • Susan Parker: And Jill Came Tumbling After • Fiction by Mary O’Connell • Jasmine Sky: Finding a Good Man • Readers on The Morning After

290. Interview with Scott Russell Sanders: In a Broken World • Stephen J. Lyons: Leaving the West • Fiction by Alex Mindt • Poetry by Veneta Masson • Readers on Strange Places
320. Duane Elgin on Simplicity And Humanity's Future • Carol Susco: Stigmat • Sparrow: Bathifying • Poetry by Ruth L. Schwartz • Fiction by Greg Ames • Readers on The Kitchen Table
321. Outside Agitator: Interview with Darryl Cherney • Fiction by Adri-anne harun • Poetry by Mark Smith-Soto • John Rosenthal: Cynthia • Readers on The Phone Call
322. Huston Smith on Why Spirituality Without Religion Isn't Enough • Sean Murphy: Seventeen American Zen Stories • Poetry by Michael Chitwood • Fiction by Jane Mullen • Readers on Faking It
323. Carolyn Raffensperger on Putting Safety First • Linda Sweet: Ancient History • Fiction by Keith Lee Morris • Poetry by Stuart Kestenbaum • Readers on Safety
324. Interview with Jacob Needleman: Searching For The Soul Of America • Jimmy Santiago Baca: A Place To Stand • Sparrow: The nea And Me • Poetry by Alison Luterman • Fiction by Colin Chisolm • Readers on Against The Odds
2003
325. Barbara Ehrenreich on The Plight Of The Working Poor • Frances Lefkowitz: The Gifted Classes • Fiction by Josip Novakovich • Poetry by Teresa Starr • Readers on Scars
326. Interview with Marshall Rosenberg: Beyond Good And Evil • Holly Ann Hyde: How To Bury A Dog • Poetry by Lyn Lifshin • Fiction by Robley Wilson • Readers on Falling In Love
327. Starhawk on Street Activism and Global Justice • June Avignone: The Cure We Wait For • Poetry by Cortney Davis • Fiction by Doreen Baingana • Readers on Perfection
328. Engaged Spirituality: Interview with Timothy Conway • Richard Grossinger: A Phenomenology Of Panic • Poetry by Jeff Gundy • Fiction by Ellen Slezk • Readers on Asking For Help
329. Alfred McCoy on How The CIA Got Involved With Global Drug Trafficking • Michael Pollan: The Botany Of Desire • Poetry by Robert P. Cooke • Fiction by Michael Shilling • Readers on Marijuana
330. Interview with Michael Ableman: Cultivating A New Agricultural Revolution • Mark Brazaits: In The House Of Magic And Sorrow • Poetry by Ellen Bass • Fiction by Liza Taylor • Readers on Vanity
332. Going The Distance: Rubin Carter's Long Journey From Convict To Crusader • Starhawk: The Boy Who Kissed The Soldier • Poetry by Steve Almond • Fiction by Greg Ames • Readers on Size
333. Richard Smoley on Looking Deeper Into Christianity • Kent Annan: When The Hills Flow With Wine • Poetry by D. James Smith • Fiction by Doug Dorst • Readers on Blessings In Disguise
334. Language OfMass Deception: Interview with Noam Chomsky • Stephen J. Lyons: End Times • Carol Susco: Parting Questions • Poetry by Chris Bursk • Fiction by Otis Haschemeyer • Readers on Excuses
335. Interview with Natalie Goldberg: Keep The Hand Moving • Alison Luterman: The Secret Of My Success • Sparrow: Money-Back Guarantee • Poetry by Morton Marcus • Fiction by Jasmine Skye • Readers on Laughter
336. Peter Sandman on Corporate Misbehavior and Public Outrage • Kent Annan: I'll Count These As My Candles • Photos by Ethan Hubbard • Poetry by Lyn Lifshin • Fiction by Debbie Urbanski • Readers on Idealism
2004
337. SPECIAL THIRTIETH ANNIVERSARY ISSUE
A Brief History of The Sun • Interview with Eli Pariser of MoveOn.org • Lorenzo Milam on alternative radio • Poetry by David Budbill • Readers on Turning Thirty
338. Vandana Shiva on How Globalization Cripples Small Farms • Gillian Kendall: All My Things Considered • Fiction by Stephen Elliott • Poetry by Bruce Bond • Readers on Small Towns
339. David Budbill Interview: Weapons in the War for Human Kindness • Angela Lam: Red Eggs • Fiction by Katy Williams • Poetry by Todd James Pierce • Readers on Deception
340. Michael Lerner on Resurrecting The Revolutionary Heart of Judaism • Emily Rogers: Called To Be Apart • Fiction by Theresa Williams • Poetry by Lee Rossi • Readers on Out Of Reach
341. Robert Bly and Michael Ventura on Art, Madness, And The Joy Of Loss • Photos by Joseph Rodriguez • Fiction by Sybil Smith • Poetry by Jeff Gundy • Readers on Second Chances
342. In A Dangerous Time: Interview with Bruce Cockburn • Jeff Sawyer's Travels Across America • Fiction by Tim Melley • Poetry by Heather Brittain Bergstrom • Readers on Lessons
343. Howard Zinn on The Role Of Artists In A Time Of War • Sy Safransky: When They Get To The Corner • Fiction by Gerald Reilly • Poetry by Richard Newman • Readers on Stepfamilies
344. Sharon Hays On The Real Cost Of Welfare Reform • Heather King: Wonder Bread • Fiction by Brian Buckbee • Poetry by Stuart Kestenbaum • Readers on Hard Work
345. Interview with Robert Hinkley: Twenty-Eight Words That Could Change The World • Poe Ballantine: Realism • Fiction by Andrew Alexander • Poetry by Cortney Davis • Readers on Fitting In
346. Daniel Ellsberg's Crusade Against The Abuse Of Presidential Power • Claude Anshin Thomas: At Hell's Gate • Fiction by Manuel Martinez • Poetry by Eric Anderson • Readers on Weddings
347. Stan Goff on Why U.S. Foreign Policy Endangers Us All • Sy Safransky: Hurricane Ralph • Fiction by James Janko • Poetry by Lee Rossi • Readers on Coming Clean
2005

348. Many Thanks: Gregg Krech on Gratitude • Michelle Cacho-Negrete: On Terror • Fiction by Brian Buckbee • Poetry by Ellen Bass • Readers on Letters

349. Sitting In The Fire: Interview with Pema Chödrön • Kent Annan: Willing To Die? • Fiction by Jenny Bitner • Poetry by Antler • Readers on Hero Worship

350. Michael Shellenberger: Can the Left Get It Right? • Jamie Berger: Peep Show • Fiction by Joseph Bathani • Poetry by Kathleen Lake • Readers on Apologies

351. Yossi Klein Halevi’s Quest For Reconciliation In The Holy Land • Starhawk: A Diary Of The Occupied Territories • Sparrow: Looking Like Osama And Other Confessions • Poetry by Tony Hoagland • Readers on Grace

352. Noam Chomsky On Resurrecting The Revolutionary Spirit Of America • Emily Rapp: Surviving The Body • Fiction by Tony Hoagland • Poetry by Stuart Kestenbaum • Readers on Small Victories


354. Crimes Against Democracy: Thom Hartmann on Voting Fraud • Norman Fischer: Wash Your Bowls • Fiction by Mithran Somasundrum • Poetry by Kurt Brown • Readers on Possessions

355. Songs of Experience: Interview with Patti Smith • Heather King: Paradise Found • Fiction by Theresa Williams • Poetry by Michael Chitwood • Readers on Saturday Night

356. Li-Young Lee’s Poetry of Reconciliation • Poe Ballantine: 501 Minutes To Christ • Fiction by Bruce Holland Rogers • Poetry by Joseph Bathani • Readers on Games

357. John Perkins on His Former Life As An Economic Hit Man • Alison Clement: Lessons From Basra • Fiction by John Tait • Poetry by Cheryl Gatling • Readers on Taking A Stand

358. The Blessing Is Next To The Wound: Hector Aristizábal on Torture and Transformation • Leslie Pietrzyk: Heart of Darkness • Fiction by Davy Rothbart • Poetry by Jeff Walt • Readers on Self-Control

359. Thieves In High Places: Interview with Jim Hightower • Rob Brezsny on How The World Is Conspiring To Shower You With Blessings • Fiction by Robert McGee • Poetry by Chris Bursk • Readers on True Love

360. Redneck For Wilderness: Interview with Earth First! Cofounder Dave Foreman • Michelle Cacho-Negrete: Steeplechase • Fiction by Ronald F. Currie Jr. • Poetry by Stuart Kestenbaum • Readers on Tests

2006

361. Tom Hayden on Democracy and Redemption • Sparrow: Why I Am Not President • Fiction by Poe Ballantine • Poetry by Ellen Bass • Readers on Playing With Fire

362. Kathy Kelly Puts Herself In Harm’s Way To Oppose War • Jamy Bond: What Feels Like Destiny • Fiction by Kirk Nessel • Poetry by Tess Gallagher • Readers on Coffee

363. Jeremy Taylor On Dreams As A Tool For Social Change • Genie Zeiger: My Father, Who Art In Heaven • Fiction by Susan Perabo • Poetry by Saint James Harris Wood • Readers on The Middle Of The Night

364. Muslim Scholar Ebrahim Moosa On The Spirit Of Islam • We Are Iran: The Persian Blogs • Fiction by Bruce Holland Rogers • Poetry by Robert Bly • Readers on Decisions

365. Michael Pollan On How The Food Industry Has Changed The Way We Eat • Sparrow: Stupid Design • Fiction by Mandeliene Smith • Poetry by Steve Kowit • Readers on Winners And Losers

366. Barry Lopez On Writing About Nature And The Nature Of Writing • David Romtvedt: Red Politics And Blue In Wyoming • Fiction by Lydia Peele • Poetry by Susan Donnelly • Readers on Neighbors

367. Peak Experience: Richard Heinberg On The End Of The Age Of Oil • Jack Hitt: Island Of The Damned • Fiction by J. R. Helton • Poetry by Mark Smith-Soto • Readers on Coffee

368. Marion Woodman: Men Are From Earth, And So Are Women • Susan Carol Hauser: The Marriage Bed • Fiction by Laura Pritchett • Poetry by Alison Luterman • Readers on Temptation

369. Sam Harris On How Religion Puts The World At Risk • Poe Ballantine: Gods’ Day • Mary Spalding: The Madness Equation • Fiction by David Brendan Hopes • Readers on Coming Back

370. Reforming Our Supersized Society: Interview with Bill McKibben • Sincerely, Edward Abbey • Fiction by Dawn Paul • Poetry by Laura Didyk • Readers on Falling

371. Studs Terkel’s Enduring Conversation With America • David Hassler and Gary Harwood: Field Notes • Fiction by Stephanie Koven • Poetry by Mark Brazaitis • Readers on Nine To Five

372. The War Within Islam: Interview with Reza Aslan • Tess Gallagher: Instead of Dying • Poetry by Antler • Fiction by Alison Clement • Readers on Gambling

2007

373. Maya Szalavitz On The Epidemic Abuses Of The Teen-Help Industry • Doug Crandell: Incredible Hulk Saving Souls • Fiction by Athena Stevens • Poetry by Matthew Deshe Cashion • Readers on Nothing To Lose
374. Nature Deficit Disorder?: Interview with Richard Louv • Doug Crandell: Incredible Hulk Saving Souls • Fiction by Howard Luxenberg • Poetry by Bill O’Connell • Readers on Help

375. Seduced By War: Interview with Andrew J. Bacevich • Sparrow: I Was A Guantánamo Prisoner • Fiction by Sybil Smith • Poetry by Mark Brazaitis • Readers on Good Friends

376. John O’Donahue on The Secret Landscapes Of Imagination And Spirit • Into Silence: Photographs by Marshall Clarke • Fiction by Bella Mahaya Carter • Poetry by Ellery Akers • Readers on Praying

377. Forget What They Told You: Interview with Greg Palast • Dustin Beall Smith: Shade — A Letter From Gettysburg • Fiction by Bruce E. Mitchell • Poetry by Eric Anderson • Readers on Too Close For Comfort

378. Be Not Silent: Interview with Sister Joan Chittister • Peter Selgin: The Man From ’Stanbul • Fiction by Alex Mindt • Poetry by Edwin Romond • Readers on The Bedroom

379. Land Of The Free?: Tram Nguyen On The Backlash Against Immigrants In Post-9/11 America • Poe Ballantine: Methamphetamine For Dummies • Fiction by Madeena Spray Nolan • Poetry by Mark Smith-Soto • Readers on Guns

380. Joan Ogden On The Nation’s Uncertain Energy Future • Sparrow: How To Make Money In Your Car • Fiction by Gary Buslik • Poetry by Harriet Brown • Readers on Change Of Heart

381. Everybody Wants To Rule The World: Onverture with David Korten • Lois Judson: Saturn Is The Biggest Planet On Earth • Fiction by Joseph Bathanti • Poetry by Jessica Max Stein • Readers on Rivals

382. Coleman Barks On Rumi, Sensuality, And The Path With No Name • Krista Bremer: My Accidental Jihad • Fiction by Evan Shopper • Poetry by Lyn Lifshin • Readers on Telling The Truth

383. Thought To Exist In The Wild: Interview With Derrick Jensen • Sue Hubbell: Still Life With Bird • Fiction by April Wilder • Poetry by Sybil Smith • Readers on Airports

384. Who Hears This Sound?: Interview With Adyashanti • My Marital Status: James Kullander • Fiction by Margaret McMullan • Poetry by Adrie Kusserow • Readers on Getting Ready

2008

385. Through A Glass Darkly: Interview With Miriam Greenspan • Steve Almond: Demagogue Days • Fiction by John Tait • Poetry by Ellery Akers • Readers on Fame And Fortune

386. Paul Stamets On The Vast Intelligent Network Beneath Our Feet • Photos by Gordon Stettinus • Fiction by Varley O’Connor • Poetry by Chris Bursk • Readers on Parties

387. Bridging The Green Divide: Interview With Van Jones • Poe Ballantine: Confessions Of A B-Movie Zombie • Fiction by Aharon Levy • Poetry by Adrie Kusserow • Readers on The Last Time

388. Both Sides Of The Street: Interview With Connie Rice • Bonnie J. Rough: Stories For An Unborn Son • Fiction by Mark Brazaitis • Poetry by Ann Humphreys • Readers on Stealing

389. Andrew Harvey On Sacred Activism, The Divine Feminine, And Loving George W. Bush • Andrew Boyd: Pilgrimage To Nowhere • Fiction by Rachel Yoder • Poetry by Angela Rydell • Readers on Chance Encounters


391. Wendell Berry On Small Farms, Local Wisdom, And The Folly Of Greed • Louis E. Bourgeois: Baton Rouge • Fiction by Laura A. Manson • Poetry by Tom Hawkins • Readers on Now Or Never

392. Table For Six Billion: Interview With Judy Wicks • Sparrow: My God Journal • Fiction by Meghan Wynne • Poetry by Katrina Vandenberg • Readers on Up All Night

393. John Records On His Work With Homeless People • Photos by John Rosenthal • Fiction by John Poch • Poetry by Mark Smith-Soto • Readers on Porches

394. David Grossman On The Conflict Between Isreal And Palestine • Andrew Boyd: Dad For A Day • Fiction by James Charbonneau • Poetry by Naomi Shihab Nye • Readers on Finding Out

395. Without A Country: Interview With Pramila Jayapal • Poe Ballantine: Cristinaland • Fiction by Gary L. Lark • Poetry by John Hodgén • Readers on Immigrants

396. Chris Hedges On War, Faith, And Fundamentalism • Thea Sullivan: The Shadow Of The Whale • Fiction by Margaret McMullan • Poetry by Grace Mattern • Readers on Blood

2009

397. A Mindful Marriage: Interview With Kittisaro and Thanissara • Lois Judson: I Am Not A Sex Goddess • Fiction by William Lychak • Poetry by Jane Sasser • The Dog-Eared Page: Viktor Frankl • Readers on Saying Yes

398. Paul Krasner On The Virtues Of Irreverence, Indecency, And Illegal Drugs • Jane Churchon: The Dead Book • Fiction by Bruce Holland Rogers • Poetry by Lyn Lifshin • The Dog-Eared Page: Stephen & Ondrea Levine • Readers on Instructions

399. Nicholas Carr On How The Internet Is Rewiring Our Brains • Laura Esther Wolfson: Proust At Rush Hour • Fiction by Christina Fitzpatrick • Poetry by Lou Lipsitz • The Dog-Eared Page: Wendell Berry • Readers on The Dinner Table

400. The Good Red Road: Interview With Leslie Gray • Ellery Akers: Metamorphosis • Fiction by Marjorie Kemper • Poetry by Meg Kearney • The Dog-Eared Page: Karen Armstrong • Readers on Faith
401. The Science Of Happiness: Interview With Barbara Fredrickson • Akhim Yuseff Cabey: Boy Squared • Fiction by Sam Wilson • Poetry by Jeanne Lohmann • The Dog-Eared Page: Hermann Hesse • Readers on Moving In

402. John Dear On Nonviolence, Civil Disobedience, And Doing Time • Fred Bahnsen: Martyr’s Mirror • Fiction by Jon Boilard • Poetry by Michael Hettrich • The Dog-Eared Page: Martin Luther King Jr. • Readers on Drugs

403. By The Color Of Their Skin: Interview With Tim Wise • Akhim Yuseff Cabey: Suburban Bitch Cruise • Fiction by Beth Mayer • Poetry by Jeanne Lohmann • The Dog-Eared Page: James Baldwin • Readers on Choosing Sides

404. Across The Universe: Interview With Stanislav Grof • Lois Judson: The Closest I’ve Come To God • Fiction by Cynthia Weiner • Poetry by Eric Anderson • The Dog-Eared Page: Jane Roberts • Readers on Fences

405. Janine Benyus On The Virtues Of Imitating Nature • Joe Wilkins: You, All Of You • Fiction by Mattox Roesch • Poetry by Tony Hoagland • The Dog-Eared Page: Thomas Berry • Readers on The Middle Of Nowhere

406. The Decline And Fall Of The Suburban Empire: Interview With James Howard Kunstler • Jim Ralston: Confessions From A Conversion Van • Fiction by Cara Blue Adams • Poetry by Meg Kearney • The Dog-Eared Page: E.F. Schumacher • Readers on Rain

407. Who Will Heal The Healers?: Interview With Pamela Wibbe • Maria Hummel: The Curtain • Fiction by Tim Farrington • Poetry by Michael Chitwood • The Dog-Eared Page: John O’Donohue • Readers on Selling Out

408. David Petersen On The Ethics Of Killing Animals For Food • Florin Ion Firimață: Dacia Boulevard • Fiction by Janice Deal • Poetry by Tony Hoagland • The Dog-Eared Page: Richard Nelson • Readers on Anger

2010

409. The Good Earth?: Interview With Sandra Steingraber • Megan Kruse: Constellations • Fiction by Tatjana Soli • Poetry by Alison Luterman • The Dog-Eared Page: Linda Hogan • Readers on Narrow Escapes

410. Dean Baker On The Price We’re Still Paying For The Housing Bubble • Frances Lefkowitz: Go Fly A Kite • Fiction by Tenaya Darlington • Poetry by Brian Doyle • The Dog-Eared Page: William James • Readers on Borrowing

411. Tim Farrington On Creativity, Depression, And The Dark Night Of The Soul • Jackie Shannon Hollis: You Always Call On A Sunday • Fiction by Richard Lange • Poetry by Dane Cervine • The Dog-Eared Page: C.S. Lewis • Readers on Walking Home

412. Alex Steffen: The Bright Green City • Andrew Boyd: Submit To Mother India • Fiction by Karl Taro Greenfeld • Poetry by Lisa Bellamy • The Dog-Eared Page: Pema Chödrön • Readers on The Beach

413. Countertop Culture: Interview With Sandor Katz • Sparrow: Eat Your Dreams • Fiction by Louis B. Jones • Poetry by Lyn Lifshin • The Dog-Eared Page: M.F.K. Fisher • Readers on Sugar

414. Woody Tasch On How To Not Get Rich Quick • Poe Ballantine: Troubled Youth • Fiction by Laurel Leigh • Poetry by Tony Hoagland • The Dog-Eared Page: Charles Dickens • Readers on Taking Chances

415. Malidoma Somé On Rites Of Passage • Judith Joyce: My Father, The Tree • Fiction by Marjorie Kemper • Poetry by Mark Irwin • The Dog-Eared Page: Aldous Huxley • Readers on Pretending

416. And Justice For All: Interview With Sister Helen Prejean • Wayne Scott: Call Your Deadbeat Dad • Fiction by Greg Ames • Poetry by Joseph Bathanti • The Dog-Eared Page: Václav Havel • Readers on The Last Word

417. Gordon Hempton On The Search For Silence In A Noisy World • Nikolina Kulidžan: Across The River • Fiction by Theresa Williams • Poetry by Dave Lucas • The Dog-Eared Page: Colette • Readers on Beauty

418. Wes Jackson On The Need To Reinvent Agriculture • Rochelle Smith: Four Beds • Fiction by Manuel Martinez • Poetry by Dalia Shevin • The Dog-Eared Page: Abhishiktánanda • Readers on Slowing Down

419. Chip Berlet On The Tea Party And The Rise Of Right-Wing Extremism • Lee Strickland: Girl, Ruined • Fiction by Linda McCullough Moore • Poetry by Faith Shearin • The Dog-Eared Page: W.S. Merwin • Readers on Teenagers

420. Written On The Bones: Interview with Kim Rosen • Chris Dombrowski: The Oar • Fiction by Jane Ratcliffe • Poetry by Tony Hoagland • The Dog-Eared Page: Rainer Maria Rilke • Readers on The Office

2011

421. Dr. Andrew Weil Diagnoses Western Medicine • Brenda Miller: The Burden Of Bearing Fruit • Fiction by Annie Weatherwax • Poetry by Brian Doyle • The Dog-Eared Page: Norman Cousins • Readers on Medicine

422. Michelle Alexander On How Prisons Have Become The New Jim Crow • Akhim Yuseff Cabey: A Brother’s Keeper • Fiction by Robin Romm • Poetry by Dane Cervine • The Dog-Eared Page: Anthony Bloom • Readers on Making It Last

423. A Joyful Noise: Interview with Krishna Das • Gregory Martin: The Great Bewilderment: Reading “Captin JJC The Feirce” • Fiction by Reece Okyong Kwon • Poetry by Adrie Kusserow • The Dog-Eared Page: James Baldwin • Readers on Singing

424. Paul Chappell On The Need To End War • Sybil Smith: Two Wrongs • Fiction by Daniel Larson • Poetry by Alison Luterman • The Dog-Eared Page: Kurt Vonnegut • Readers on The Back Door

425. The Greater Good: Interview with Peter Singer • Anne Templeton: My Sister Teaches Me The ABC’s • Fiction by Alan Barstow • Poetry by John Brehm • The Dog-Eared Page: John Muir • Readers on Shoes
450. The Undiscovered Country: Interview with John Elder • Poe Ballantine: The Tyrant Of Paradise • Fiction by Paul A. Broome • Poetry by Michael Hettich • The Dog-Eared Page: Annie Dillard • Readers on Skin

451. Eddie Ellis On Life After Prison • Ross Gay: Some Thoughts On Mercy • Fiction by Christian Zwahlen • Poetry by Yehoshua November • The Dog-Eared Page: Giorgios Mangakis • Readers on Breaking The Rules

452. Mark Dowie On Conservation Refugees • Bruce Holland Rogers: Slices • Fiction by Elizabeth Eslami • Poetry by John Bargowski • The Dog-Eared Page: Jane Roberts • Readers on Bullies

453. Inhumane: Nathan J. Winograd On Reforming Animal Shelters • Sparrow: My Life In Vegetables • Fiction by Amy Bonnafons • Poetry by John Bargowski • The Dog-Eared Page: Jane Roberts • Readers on Honesty

454. Daniel Ladinsky On The God-Intoxicated Poetry Of Hafiz • Matthew Vollmer: This I Believed • Fiction by Kathleen Founds • Poetry by Teetle Clawson • The Dog-Eared Page: Pierre DeLattre • Readers on Breaking The Tyrrant Of Paradise • Fiction by Paul A. Broome • Poetry by Michael Hettich • The Dog-Eared Page: Annie Dillard • Readers on Skin

455. Sisterhood: Sister Louise Akers Challenges The Church Patriarchy • Michelle Cacho-Negrete: The Chanel Suit • Fiction by Geoffrey Becker • Poetry by Tony Hoagland • The Dog-Eared Page: Alice Walker • Readers on Trying Again

456. Esther Perel On Intimacy, Infidelity, And Desire in Long-term Relationships • Adriana Páramo: Praying In Qatar • Fiction by Emma Duffy-Camparone • Poetry by Yehoshua November • The Dog-Eared Page: James Joyce • Readers on Cars

2014

457. SPECIAL FORTIETH ANNIVERSARY ISSUE
Interview with Sy Safransky • Beginnings, Blunders, And Eleventh-Hour Rescues • Seven Contributors On Perseverence • Poetry by Chris Bursk • The Dog-Eared Page: Ram Dass • Readers on Running Late

458. High Plains Drifter: Interview With Poe Ballantine • Philip Kelly: Pity The Man Who Doesn’t Travel • Fiction by Sybil Smith • Poetry by Dane Cervine • The Dog-Eared Page: Sheldon Kopp • Readers on Keepsakes

459. The Moral Universe: Interview With Barbara Kingsolver • Michael Pollan: Why Cook? • Fiction by Alison Clement • Poetry by David Allan Cates • The Dog-Eared Page: Henry Beston • Readers on Being Alone

460. Katy Butler On How Modern Medicine Decreases Our Chance Of A Good Death • Mark Brazaitis: Locked In To Life • Fiction by Linda McCullough Moore • Poetry by Richard Lehnert • The Dog-Eared Page: Stephen and Ondrea Levine • Readers on Cash

461. The Word Gets Around: Interview With Pete Seeger From The Sun’s Archives • Sparrow: Imaginary Friends • Fiction by Ben Mauk • Poetry by Tony Hoagland • The Dog-Eared Page: Woody Guthrie • Readers on Speaking Up

462. Undermining Democracy: Interview with Noam Chomsky • Sparrow: My Mice • Fiction by Laleh Khadivi • Photos by Clemens Kalischer • Poetry by Lou Lipsitz • The Dog-Eared Page: Wendell Berry • Readers on Security

463. Barbara Fredrickson On Why We Should Rethink Love • C.J. Gall: Thank You For Last Wednesday • Fiction by John McNally • Poetry by Gerry LaFemina • The Dog-Eared Page: Chögyam Trungpa • Readers on Never Again

464. Jack Turner On Our Lost Intimacy With The Natural World • Jaquira Díaz: My Mother And Mercy • Fiction by Joe Wilkins • Poetry by Ellery Akers • The Dog-Eared Page: Gary Snyder • Readers on In-Laws

465. Call Of The Wild: Interview With Bernie Krause • Hannah Neuschwander: The Winter Garden • Fiction by Greg Ames • Poetry by Alison Luterman • The Dog-Eared Page: John Steinbeck • Readers on The Refrigerator

466. Call Of The Wild: Interview With Bernie Krause • Hannah Neuschwander: The Winter Garden • Fiction by Greg Ames • Poetry by Alison Luterman • The Dog-Eared Page: John Steinbeck • Readers on The Refrigerator

2014
Back Issue Order Form

Please send payment with your order. Allow six to eight weeks for delivery.

### AVAILABLE ISSUES

Please send me the issues listed below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># of copies</th>
<th>Issue Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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<td></td>
<td></td>
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<td></td>
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</tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### OUT OF PRINT ISSUES

Please send me photocopies of these issues:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># of copies</th>
<th>Issue Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
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<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total issues

\[ \text{x } \$7.00 \text{ ea. } = \]

\[ \text{x } \$6.30 \text{ ea. } = \]

Complete sets $475.00 ea. =

Total copies

\[ \text{x } \$10.00 \text{ ea. } = \]

If you are ordering 10 or more issues, use this rate instead, which reflects a 10% discount.

### Out of Print Issues

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># of copies</th>
<th>Issue Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Add all Totals here

Name ________________________________  □ Check Enclosed

Street ________________________________  □ Charge my ____ Visa ____ MasterCard ____ AmEx

City ________________________________

State _______ Zip _______

Phone ________________________________

Signature ________________________________

Please send your order to: The Sun, 107 North Roberson St., Chapel Hill, NC 27516
Telephone: (919) 942-5282 • Fax: (919) 932-3101